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Objective estimation of visual Acuity with preferential looking
Abstract
Purpose: A novel Preferential Looking (PL) procedure that uses quantitative analysis of visual scanning
parameters is presented.
Methods: Nine adult subjects were presented with a set of 14 visual stimuli (stimuli included 3 uniform
grey fields and 1 field with black and white square wave gratings) spanning the range of spatial
frequencies from 1.5 cycles/degree to 35.1 cycles/degree (1.3 logMAR to -0.07 logMAR). A remote
gaze-tracking system was used to monitor the subject's eye movements and the relative fixation time
(RFT) on the grating target. Subsequently, a four alternative forced-choice psychophysical test (4AFC)
was performed with the same visual stimuli.
Results: For visual stimuli for which the gratings' positions in the 4AFC test were identified correctly in
100% of the trials ("reliably discriminated"), the mean RFT was 72.5% ± 9.0%. For stimuli for which
the spatial frequencies were higher than the subject's psychophysically determined VA threshold
("non-discriminated"), the mean RFT was 25.3% ± 8.5%. Using three repeated trials at each spatial
frequency and a VA detector that is based on the conditional probability density functions of the RFT,
the average VA was underestimated by 0.06 logMAR (range: 0.00 logMAR to 0.20 logMAR).
Conclusions: In adults, automated quantitative analysis of visual scanning patterns can be used to
estimate objectively and rapidly (210 seconds) VA with a mean error of 0.06 logMAR. The novel
approach may form the basis for PL procedures that are more objective and accurate than the traditional
clinical PL procedures. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: A novel Preferential Looking (PL) procedure that uses quantitative 
analysis of visual scanning parameters is presented.  
  
Methods: Nine adult subjects were presented with a set of 14 visual stimuli (stimuli 
included 3 uniform grey fields and 1 field with black and white square wave gratings) 
spanning the range of spatial frequencies from 1.5 cycles/degree to 35.1 cycles/degree 
(1.3 logMAR to –0.07 logMAR). A remote gaze-tracking system was used to monitor 
the subject’s eye movements and the relative fixation time (RFT) on the grating target. 
Subsequently, a four alternative forced-choice psychophysical test (4AFC) was 
performed with the same visual stimuli.  
 
Results: For visual stimuli for which the gratings’ positions in the 4AFC test were 
identified correctly in 100% of the trials (“reliably discriminated”), the mean RFT was 
72.5% ± 9.0%.  For stimuli for which the spatial frequencies were higher than the 
subject’s psychophysically determined VA threshold (“non-discriminated”), the mean 
RFT was 25.3% ± 8.5%. Using three repeated trials at each spatial frequency and a VA 
detector that is based on the conditional probability density functions of the RFT, the 
average VA was underestimated by 0.06 logMAR (range: 0.00 logMAR to 0.20 
logMAR). 
  
Conclusions:  In adults, automated quantitative analysis of visual scanning 
patterns can be used to estimate objectively and rapidly (210 seconds) VA with a mean 
error of 0.06 logMAR. The novel approach may form the basis for PL procedures that 
are more objective and accurate than the traditional clinical PL procedures. 
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Introduction 
 
Human infants prefer to fixate patterned surfaces more than homogenous ones and 
respond to visual stimuli by moving their eyes in the direction of the object of visual 
interest.1,2 This natural fixation and tracking behavior was monitored in Fantz` visual 
preference method.3  The duration of the fixation was measured by adult observers to 
each of the two stimuli and the mean percentage of fixation time was calculated.3,4 The 
stimulus with significantly longer percentage of fixation time was taken as the "preferred 
stimulus." Individual infant preferences were not derived, rather the data were averaged 
for groups of infants.3,4 
In the Forced-Choice Preferential Looking (FPL) Teller et al. combined the visual 
preference approach with the two-alternative forced-choice psychophysical method.5 
The FPL technique was conceived as an objective measurement of visual acuity (VA) 
thresholds in individual infants. Subsequently, various research groups have been 
applied the FPL approach (or its operant modification) to derive psychometric functions 
for diverse visual parameters, e.g. VA, stereopsis, color vision, contrast sensitivity, dark 
and light adaptation.6-11In FPL the observer is masked to the stimulus location and 
judges the stimulus side based on the infant's looking behavior (combined eye and 
head movements). The observer is provided with trial-by-trial feedback as to whether 
the judgment is correct. Thus, the infant`s behavior is directly related to the critical 
stimulus parameter.  A criterion performance level, e.g. the highest spatial frequency 
for which 75% of the responses in judging the location of the target with the gratings 
are correct, is then used as a measurement of the infant’s VA.5,12,13 A reliable threshold 
estimation of VA by the FPL technique required multiple repeated trials for each level of 
spatial frequency (approximately 20-25).5,12,13   
As the length of the test (15 – 45 min.) limited the clinical utility of the technique 
several modifications have been proposed. Variants like an age-dependent diagnostic 
stripe width12,14-16 and the up-down staircase method of stimulus presentation17 can be 
regarded as steps into daily clinical routine. However, the procedures tended to be 
more variable than the laboratory procedures and still took more time than was feasible 
for wide clinical application.14-17  
Eventually, introduction into clinical practice was achieved with the acuity card 
procedure (ACP). 18 Instead of testing a fixed number of presentations in a fixed 
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protocol this methodology uses an experienced observer`s subjective integrated 
judgement regarding the infant`s looking behavior. The procedure shortened testing 
time and improved testing success in infants considerably.18 Also, both the ACP and 
FPL techniques had similar variability.6,18-21 Hence, the Teller acuity cards (TAC) have 
been established as the standard diagnostic tool for evaluating VA in infants and pre-
verbal children.22 
  The purpose of this paper is to present a novel PL technique that can be both 
statistically stable and efficient. The technique is based on the analysis of visual 
scanning patterns that are monitored by a gaze estimation system and the use of an 
efficient stimulus presentation method.  The performance of the novel technique is 
evaluated in a study with adults.  
 
Material and Methods 
 
Participants 
Nine naive adult subjects (4 females, 5 males) were recruited from students at 
the University of Toronto, Canada. Subjects’ ages ranged from 23 to 35 years (mean: 
25.9 years). This study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The 
complete protocol was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee at the 
University of Toronto before commencement, and all patients gave informed consent 
before participating in the study. Subjects with a history of ophthalmic deficits other 
than refractive error were excluded. An ophthalmic examination including best-
corrected VA measurement (20/20 or better in all cases), slit-lamp assessment of the 
anterior segment and direct ophthalmoscopy was performed. The mean spherical 
equivalent refractive error of the tested eyes was -3.1 diopters (range: 0 to -6.5 
diopters).  
 
Experimental Setup and Visual Stimuli 
Visual stimuli were presented on a 21” CRT computer monitor. Each visual 
stimulus consisted of a 2 X 2 grid with three uniform grey homogeneous fields and one 
field with black and white square wave gratings (Figure 1).  Each field was presented 
as a rectangular target easily distinguishable from the black background. All fields were 
the same size (8.20 x 6.150) and the centre of each field was at a distance of 7.50 from 
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the centre of the screen (at a viewing distance of 83 cm). The separation between two 
adjacent targets was 4.6 cm (3.2°). Luminance was measured with a Minolta 
Luminance Meter (Model LS-100, Osaka, Japan). The black-white Michelson contrast 
of the gratings ranged from 96% to 97%. The luminance of the black stripes was 6.75 
cd/m2 (i.e., similar to the background) while the luminance of the white stripes, which 
was measured at three different positions, varied from 384 cd/m2 to 405 cd/m2 (average 
393 cd/m2, 2.6 log cd/m2). The luminance of the grey fields varied from a minimum of 
190 cd/m2 to a maximum of 210 cd/m2 (average 200 cd/m2). The maximum difference 
between the space-average luminance of the three grey fields in each visual stimulus 
was less than 5%. For each visual stimulus, the space-average luminance of the field 
with the gratings was within 2% of the space-average luminance of the average of the 
three grey fields. Since the differences in space average luminance among the plain 
fields were similar or larger than the differences in space average luminance between 
the plain fields and the field with the gratings, subjects could not use luminance as a 
cue to determine the field with the gratings. The field with the gratings could appear 
randomly at any one of four positions.  
The following 14 spatial frequencies were used: 1.5, 2.3, 3.12, 4.68, 6.24, 9.36, 
12.48, 14.62, 18.73, 21.06, 24.96, 29.25, 32.76 and 35.1 cycles/degree at a distance of 
83 cm. Such a large range of frequencies was used in order to build the probability 
density functions (see Results section). The range of spatial frequencies was similar to 
the range of spatial frequencies that is tested by the TAC at 55 cm (0.31, 0.42, 0.63 
0.84, 1.30, 1.60, 2.40, 3.10, 4.70, 6.40, 9.60, 13.00, 19.00, 26.00, 38.00) with higher 
spatial frequencies added (21.06, 29.25 and 32.76) and lower spatial frequencies 
deleted (0.31, 0.42, 0.63, 0.84). This was done to improve the resolution of the 
measurements when testing adults since their VA would lie in the higher spatial 
frequencies while the range provided by the TAC is sparse at these higher spatial 
frequencies. For graphic purposes, the spatial frequencies were converted from cycles 
per degree to the log of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR). The minimum angle 
of resolution is expressed in minutes of arc (1 minute of arc = 1/60
th 
of a degree), thus 
logMAR = log (60/spatial frequency of gratings * 2).    
 A remote gaze-tracking system was used to monitor and estimate the subject’s 
visual scanning parameters (EL-MAR inc., Toronto Canada, Model: VISION 2020 - RB). 
The gaze estimation system extracts eye features from video images and uses these 
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features to estimate gaze position. The features extracted are the pupil centre, and two 
or more corneal reflexes. The corneal reflexes are virtual images of infrared light 
sources illuminating the eye, and are created by the front surface of the cornea. The 
gaze-tracking system allows free head movements in a volume of 25*25*25 cm3 and 
estimates gaze-position at a rate of 30 Hz with accuracy of better than 1 degree.23-25 
The system was optimized to measure the point-of-gaze in infants and young children 
(i.e., calibration routine requires only one point).    
The relative fixation time (RFT), which is defined as the percentage of fixation 
time on the field with the gratings over the sum of fixation times on all four fields was 
used to quantify visual scanning behavior.     
 
Experimental Procedure 
 Thresholds for grating detection were obtained using two different methods. 
Gaze tracking was always performed first followed by psychophysical testing. Gaze 
tracking was done first since the subjects were required to be completely naïve to the 
stimuli. Subjects had one eye patched (subject`s preference) and were seated at a 
distance of 83 cm from the computer monitor.  Six myopic participants were not 
corrected optically in order to obtain a broader range of VA thresholds. 
  Subjects were instructed to look at a point on the computer monitor for 3 
seconds to complete a one point-calibration procedure on the gaze-estimation 
system.24 Participants were instructed at the beginning of the gaze tracking experiment 
to simply look towards the computer monitor. The stimuli were presented from the 
lowest spatial frequency to the highest spatial frequency in ascending order.  Each 
spatial frequency was tested 3 times and each test lasted 5 seconds. There was no 
delay between the three tests but for each test the field with the gratings appeared in a 
different location on the computer monitor.  The total time for each gaze tracking 
experiment was 210 seconds.   
Subsequently, each subject completed a four alternative forced-choice (4AFC) 
psychophysical test. The same stimulus display and the same test stimuli were used. 
Stimuli were presented with spatial frequencies in ascending order. The subjects were 
instructed to identify the target with the gratings by providing a verbal response. There 
was no feedback given. Each spatial frequency was tested 10 times.  The subject’s VA 
threshold was set at a point where she/he detected correctly the location of the field 
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with the gratings in more than 6 of the 10 trials (performance level that is approximately 
halfway between chance level 25% and 100%). 
 
Results 
 
Analysis of Visual Scanning Patterns 
Figure 1 shows examples of two different visual scanning patterns.  
 
\** Insert Figure 1 about here **\ 
 
Panel A of Figure 1 shows eye movements of a subject when the spatial frequency of 
the grating was lower than the subject’s psychophysical VA.  When the visual stimulus 
appeared, the subject was fixating on the bottom-right field.  Following a short delay (< 
400 msec.) the subject initiated a saccade towards the grating and kept fixating on the 
grating for the rest of the trial.  Panel B of Figure 1 shows eye movements of a subject 
when the spatial frequency of the grating was higher than the subject’s psychophysical 
VA.  In this case the subject scanned all four fields but spent more time fixating on one 
of the homogeneous fields than on the field with the grating.   
          
\** Insert Figure 2 about here **\ 
 
Panel A of Figure 2 presents the psychometric function of the RFT for one 
subject (Subject 4). The average RFT, for all nine subjects, as a function of the 
distance from the psychophysical threshold for each subject is shown in panel B of 
Figure 2.  For panel B of Figure 2, the RFT psychometric functions of individual 
subjects were aligned (shifted along the X-axis) so that for each subject 0 logMAR was 
set at the subject’s psychophysically determined VA threshold. Each point in panel B of 
Figure 2 is the average RFT for all subjects over a range of X ± 0.05 logMAR. For 
example, the data presented in panel B of Figure 2 at X= 0.1 logMAR from threshold, 
are the average RFTs for all subjects for stimuli that are 0.05 logMAR to 0.15 logMAR 
from each subject’s psychophysically determined VA threshold.  Based on the results 
of the 4AFC psychophysical tests one can define two different regions for the RFT in 
panel B of Figure 2:  the first region includes all spatial frequencies for which subjects 
could discriminate between the field with the grating and the homogeneous fields in 
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100% of the psychophysical tests (“reliably discriminated”), and the second includes all 
spatial frequencies that were higher than the subjects’ psychophysically determined VA 
thresholds (“non-discriminated”).  The mean RFT for the “reliably discriminated“ region 
is 72.5% ± 9.0% and the mean RFT for the “non-discriminated“ region is 25.3% ± 8.5%.   
 
Determination of Visual Acuity 
The probability density functions of the RFT in the “reliably discriminated” and 
the “non-discriminated” regions are used by an optimal detector (likelihood ratio test, 
see Appendix) to determine if the null hypothesis, 0H : subject cannot discriminate 
between the field with the gratings and the homogeneous fields, or the alternate 
hypothesis, 
1H : subject can discriminate between the field with the gratings and the 
homogeneous fields, should be accepted.  Based on the results of the likelihood ratio 
test at each spatial frequency, the subject’s VA is determined as the highest spatial 
frequency (lowest logMAR) for which the probability of false acceptance of 
1H  is 
smaller than the probability of misdetection of gratings with lower spatial frequencies.    
 The following examples demonstrate the estimation of VA for two of the subjects 
in the study.  The examples are based on three trials at each spatial frequency. As is 
shown in the Appendix, for a probability of false positive, PF, (false acceptance of 1H ) of 
5% at each spatial frequency the probability of detection, PD, is 88.6% and the 
probability of misdetection, PM = 1- PD, is 11.4%.  The results of the likelihood ratio test 
for all subjects are summarized in Table 1. 
 For subject 3 for example, the highest spatial frequency (lowest logMAR) for 
which 
1H  was accepted was 0.15 logMAR. Since for all gratings with lower spatial 
frequencies 1H  was accepted, 0.15 logMAR is accepted as the VA estimate for Subject 
3.  On the other hand, for Subject 5, the highest spatial frequency for which 
1H  was 
accepted was 0.21 logMAR.  As 
1H  was rejected for two gratings with lower spatial 
frequencies (0.30 logMAR and 0.38 logMAR), the probability of misdetection is: PM 
2 = 
0.1142 = 0.013.  Since the probability of false acceptance of 1H  at 0.21 logMAR is 5%, 
which is larger than the probability of misdetection at the two lower spatial frequencies 
(1.3%), 0.21 logMAR is not accepted as an estimate for the subject’s VA.  When the 
highest spatial frequency for which 1H  was accepted by the likelihood ratio test is 
rejected as a VA estimate, the process is repeated for the second highest spatial 
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frequency for which 
1H  was accepted (i.e., 0.50 logMAR).  For Subject 5, 0.50 logMAR 
is accepted as the subject’s VA. 
 Using the above procedure to estimate VA, the average VA for all subjects was 
underestimated by 0.11 logMAR (range: -0.73 logMAR to 0.37 logMAR) when one trial 
was used at each spatial frequency (the subject’s psychophysically determined VA 
threshold was used as the “true” VA). The average VA was underestimated by 0.11 
logMAR (range: -0.38 logMAR to 0.17 logMAR) when two trials were used at each 
spatial frequency, and the average VA was underestimated by 0.06 logMAR (range: 
0.00 logMAR to 0.20 logMAR) when 3 trials were used at each spatial frequency.   
 
Conclusions 
 
The original quantitative visual preference technique that was developed by 
Fantz1-3 to determine infants’ visual capabilities evolved and changed over the years 
into a laboratory test (Forced-Choice Preferential looking [FPL]) and a clinical test 
(Acuity Card Procedure [ACP]).  Over the last two decades, variants of ACP using 
printed gratings, such as Teller Acuity Cards (TAC) (TAC I - Vistech, Inc, Dayton, Ohio, 
TAC II - Stereo Optical Co., Inc., Chicago, IL) have become the standard diagnostic 
tool for evaluating VA in infants and non-verbal children.  In the ACP with TAC grating 
stimuli, an examiner presents the stimuli on acuity cards to the infant and makes a 
judgment regarding the infant’s ability to detect the gratings. While the examiner 
remains objective regarding the right/left position of the grating, the integrative 
subjective judgement of grating threshold is based upon qualitative assessment of the 
infant’s eye movements, head movements, facial expressions, pointing and verbal 
responses.18,26-28 Although this integrative subjective approach may help the examiner 
to make a decision, none of the above parameters is quantitatively assessed nor is 
there any form of outside control over the objectivity of the examiner.   
Due to the fact that VA estimations obtained with preferential looking procedures 
depend on subjective judgements, intra-observer and inter-observer reliability of the 
results are important for data interpretation. The majority of previous studies dealt with 
inter-observer reliability.  Examination was performed in different populations across a 
wide range of ages including normals as well as severly handicapped children. Good 
interobserver agreement for ACP (≤1 octave [0.3 logMAR] difference of test-retest 
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scores) has been found in 86% - 98% of normal children.29-31 Children with ocular or 
neurologic abnormalities showed somewhat poorer interobserver agreement with 
ACP.32-34 Interobserver test-retest reliability is similar for ACP and the more 
scientifically rigorous, laboratory based FPL.6,18-21,31,34 Only a few studies have 
examined intraobserver test-retest reliability in ACP.  The test-retest pairs differed by 
no more than one octave for 88% to 99% of healthy full term infants.30,35 Similar results 
(91% of intraobserver test-retest scores differed by no more than one octave) were 
obtained in children with preterm birth and/or perinatal complications.36 On the other 
hand intraobserver agreement was considerably lower when severely handicapped 
children (Down syndrome, mental retardation, cerebral palsy) were tested.  The test-
retest pairs of VA estimates differed by one octave or more for 17% to 53% of the 
subjects.37-39 In general we attribute this variability to inherent subject variability (i.e., 
noise derived from the infants` receptors and their detection and response 
mechanisms) and observer`s factors (integrative, subjective judgement about 
infants`responses).  
The PL technique herein described eliminates the latter, i.e. removes the noise 
in FPL or ACP contributed by the observer, but does not affect the noise contributed by 
the infant. To overcome the tester's necessary intervening judgments in FPL and ACP 
the novel PL technique presented in this paper uses the statistical properties of the 
RFT - a parameter that describes the subject`s visual scanning behavior.  The 
automated detector uses conditional probability density functions of the RFT to 
determine changes in visual scanning behavior when subjects can and cannot detect 
the target with the gratings.   
 As shown in the Appendix, the accuracy and reliability of the technique 
increases with the number of trials at each spatial frequency.  In adults, VA in a range 
from 1.3 logMAR to –0.07 logMAR can be estimated objectively and efficiently (in 210 
seconds) with an average error of 0.06 logMAR (range: 0.00 logMAR to 0.20 logMAR).  
While increasing the number of trials does increase the accuracy (i.e. the probability of 
detection), the increase in accuracy decreases as more trials are used. For instance, 
when three trials are used the probability of detection is 88.6%. Using four trials 
increases the probability of detection to 94.7% and increasing the number of trials to 
five results in a probability of detection of 97.6%. Meanwhile, as the number of trials is 
increased, the testing time is increasing linearly. Thus the trade-off between processor 
accuracy and testing time becomes more and more undesirable as more trials are 
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used. Hence, the results with three trials provide a reasonable balance between 
accuracy and efficiency (i.e. testing time). The efficiency can be further improved by 
limiting the range over which the VA is estimated for each subject (similar to current 
clinical practice with the ACP) and by using adaptive presentation strategies such as 
the up-down staircase method of stimulus presentation17 or the combined fast 
“screening“ and fine threshold testing protocol.40 When compared with the assessment 
of VA by the ACP or FPL techniques the novel PL-fixation technique is much more 
efficient (almost by an order of magnitude).  
 The present study is the first step in the development of a rapid, statistically 
robust PL technique for VA assessment in infants. However, in this context several 
issues need to be considered. To use the novel PL technique with infants and young 
children one has to be able to use visual stimuli that provide more than two alternative 
positions for the gratings. Furthermore, the VA detector has to be constructed with 
conditional probability density functions of the RFT that are suitable for infants and 
young children. Teller13 explored the possibility of using three or four alternative grating 
positions in order to increase the efficiency of the test. These two presentation 
scenarios generally worked with infants, although the expected increase in efficiency 
(lower probability of false positive) was not realized as many trials had to be rejected 
due to the observers` difficulties in deciding which of the fields was fixated 
preferentially. Possible general difficulties of infants making clearly preferential eye 
movements with four alternatives might further have impeded the observers` decision-
making. Using an accurate eye tracking system to determine infant’s fixation should 
improve the ability to determine which of the fields was fixated preferentially when 
larger numbers of alternatives are present.  The main challenge with infants is to keep 
the infant's attention throughout the testing. To keep the infant’s attention it might be 
necessary to increase significantly the size of the monitor so that infants might be less 
distracted by the surroundings and to integrate an operant approach of rewarding 
“proper” visual scanning behaviour for above threshold stimuli (for example, triggering 
cartoons when the infant is looking at the gratings) to keep the infants attention. 
In conclusion, this paper demonstrates the value of quantitative analysis of 
visual scanning patterns in a PL procedure with adults. The use of an accurate eye-
tracking system to monitor eye movements supports efficient presentation of visual 
stimuli and enables the construction of efficient and accurate VA estimators. It is 
important to emphasize that even though the VA detector in this paper is based on the 
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statistical properties of a single parameter (RFT), in principle, the VA detector can be 
constructed with the joint probability density functions of multiple visual scanning 
parameters (e.g. probability of first fixation on the field with the gratings).  Such an 
extension might further improve the performance of the detector (assuming that not all 
the visual scanning parameters are perfectly correlated).   On the other hand, some of 
the other parameters that are used to judge the infant`s ability to detect gratings (e.g.  
eyes` widening) might be lost  using a gaze tracking device. 
The new approach to the analysis of visual scanning parameters can provide the 
basis for novel PL procedures that may have greater accuracy than the traditional ACP. 
 
Appendix 
 
The conditional probability density functions of the relative fixation time (RFT) for 
spatial frequencies in the “reliably discriminated” region, )|( 1HRFTf , and in the “non-
discriminated” region, )|( 0HRFTf , are presented in Figure A1.  The probability density 
functions are based on data from all nine subjects (251 observations in the “reliably 
discriminated” region and 109 observations in the “non-discriminated” region).  
       
\** Insert Figure A1 about here **\ 
     
The two conditional probability density functions of the RFT were used to construct an 
optimal test to determine if the null hypothesis, 0H : subject cannot discriminate 
between the target with the grating and the homogeneous targets or the alternate 
hypothesis, 
1H : subject can discriminate between the target with the grating and the 
homogeneous targets, should be accepted.41  The optimality criterion for the test was to 
maximize the probability of detection, PD, (accepts 1H  when 1H  is true) for a fixed 
probability of false positive, PF (accepts 1H  when 0H  is true). Under this criterion, the 
likelihood ratio test is optimal.42 The likelihood ratio for the parameter RFT, for N 
independent trials (1…N), can be written as the ratio of the products of the conditional 
probability density functions in the “reliably discriminated” region, )|( 1HRFTf i (Panel A 
Figure A1), over the conditional probability density functions in the “non-discriminated” 
region, )|( 0HRFTf i (Panel B Figure A1): 
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)|(...*)|(*)|(
)|(...*)|(*)|(
),...,(
00201
11211
21
HRFTfHRFTfHRFTf
HRFTfHRFTfHRFTf
RFTRFTRFT
N
N
N
 (1) 
 
If the likelihood ratio, ),...,( 21 NRFTRFTRFT , is accept 0H , otherwise accept 1H . 
 
Using the probability density functions in Figure A1, the conditional probability 
density of the likelihood ratio when 0H  is true, )|( 0Hf , and when 1H  is true, 
)|( 1Hf , can be computed.  The probability of false alarm, PF, (accepts 1H  when 0H is 
true) and the probability of detection, PD, (accepts 1H  when 1H  is true) can then be 
calculated from Equation 2 and 3, respectively.  The value of is determined by setting 
PF to a certain level (e.g., 5%).  
PF  )|( 0Hf  d    (2)   PD )|( 1Hf d   (3) 
When PF is set to 5% (α = 5%) and only one trial is used at each spatial frequency, 
=3.63 and PD =40%.  When two trials are used at each spatial frequency, for α = 5%, 
 = 2.51 and PD = 75.1%.  If data from three trials are used, for α = 5%, =1.58 and 
PD = 88.6%.   
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Table 1.  
  
Results of the likelihood ratio tests.  
 
LogMAR 
(min of arc) 
1.3 1.12 0.99 0.81 0.68 0.50 0.38 0.30 0.21 0.15 0.08 0.01 -0.04 -0.07 
Subject 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y* N N N 
Subject 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y* N N N N N N N 
Subject 3 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y* N N N N 
Subject 4 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N* N N N N N N 
Subject 5 Y Y Y Y Y Y N* N Y N N N N N 
Subject 6 Y Y Y Y Y Y N N* N N N N N N 
Subject 7 Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y N* N N N N N 
Subject 8 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N* N N N 
Subject 9 N N Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y* N N N N 
 
Y – accept hypothesis 
1H , N – accept hypothesis 0H , *indicates the subject’s 
psychophysically determined VA threshold. 
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Figure Legends 
 
Figure 1:  Visual scanning patterns. Gaze position (circles) for one trial (5 seconds) 
superimposed on a schematic description of the visual stimulus.   
(A) Scanning pattern when the spatial frequency of the gratings was lower than the 
subject’s psychophysical VA. (B) Scanning pattern when the spatial frequency of the 
gratings was higher than the subject’s psychophysical VA. 
 
Figure 2: (A) Psychometric function of the Relative Fixation Time for subject 4. Each 
data point represents the average of three trials. (B) Average RFT for all subjects as a 
function of distance from the psychophysical threshold (0 logMAR). The error bars 
represent SDs.. 
 
Figure A1: Conditional probability density functions for the Relative Fixation Time.       
(A) for grating frequencies in the “reliably discriminated” region. (B) for grating 
frequencies in the “non-discriminated” region.  
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Figure 1:  Visual scanning patterns. Gaze position (circles) for one trial (5 seconds) superimposed 
on a schematic description of the visual stimulus.   
(A) Scanning pattern when the spatial resolution of the gratings was lower than the subject’s 
psychophysical VA. (B) Scanning pattern when the spatial resolution of the gratings was higher than 
the subject’s psychophysical VA. 
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Figure 2: (A) Psychometric function of the Relative Fixation Time (RTF) for subject 4 (average of 
three trials). (B) Average RFT for all subjects as a function of distance from the psychophysical 
threshold (0 logMAR).  
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Figure A1: Conditional probability density functions for the Relative fixation Time.       (A) for 
grating resolutions in the “Reliably Discriminated” region. (B) for grating resolutions in the “non-
discriminated” region.  
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